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The first part of this thesis provides 9_ general
review of the Hong Kong watch and clock assembly industry.
It deals with the industry's input and output. Then the
environment affecting the industry is discussed. It is
followed by the discussion of the exporting marketing
strategies of the sampled firms. Finally the future of
the industry is projected. Summaries are provided at
the end of Chapters two and four.
From the analysis and conclusions developed
from the secondary and primary'data, the writer tries to
sugguest some recommendations. to ,the industry. Two of
them are considered to be more ih portant: (1) the establish-
ment of branch offices overseas and (2) the establishment
of a training centre in Hong Kong. The first one is
concerned with the development of market potentials.
The second one is aimed to increase product quality.
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The watch and clock assembly industry in Iiong
Kong can be divided into two sectors, namely:
1} The assembling of component parts into movement;
2) The assembling of movement, cases, dials, crown,
band, and other accessories into a complete watch
or clock.
For the purpose of this study, different aspects
of assembling complete watches and clocks are examined.
Based on the classification of the Department of Commerce
and Industry, the following three items are included in
this study:
1) SITC. 864.110—watches completewith foreign-made
movement s;
2) SITC. 864.221—electric clocks (domestic exports);
3) SITC. 864.229—clocks, complete (domestic exports).
Except for the difference in the cost-structures,
assemblers treat watches and clocks as the same product
in marketing them.
1.2 Justification for this Stucly
The Hon? Kong Trade Reviews published! by the Hong1
Kong Development Council indicates that the export of Hong
Kong watches and clocks in 1974 expanded at one of the
fastest rates among all major products in spite of the
generally unfavorable economic situation prevailing in
overseas markets. The value of watches, clocks, and parts
exported in 1974 totalled HK$509»80 million, an increase
of 74 percent over the previous year. The share of this
product category in total Hong Kong exports rose from 1.5
percent in 1973 to 2.2 percent in 1974. Of this Hid®59 •30
million export volume, watches were the largest item,
accounting for 71 percent. f
By the end of 1975 Hong Kong had already sur¬
passed Japan as the second largest exporter of watches
by quantity after Switzerland. In terms of value, Hong
Kong ranked third, following Japan which ranked second jand
Switzerland which ranked first.
Despite the great success of this assembly industry,
many problems continue to exist. Opportunities are missed.
Local manufacturers lack technological know-how and machinery
to manufacture the components; thereforey the supply of
watch movements and modules is controlled by foreign manu-
The Hong Idong Tirade Development Council, Hong Kong
Trade Reviews (Hong Kong: Hong Kong Trade Development
Counci i, 1975), p. 99.
~A11 values are not adjusted for price inflation.
fracturing countries. If there is any serious fluctuation
in foreign currencies, as happened to the U.S. dollar in
the middle of 1975 assemblers will lose control over
profits and costs. In order to solve this problem of
providing a stable and inexpensive source of supp iy, an
in-depth investigation of the industry is suggested.
Although Hong Kong is known as an inexpensive labor
country, Taiwan, South Korea, and other South-east Asian
countries have less expensive labor forces. If these
countries join the competition, which has already happened
in the garment and electronic industries, Hong Kong will
lose its advantage. The question is how to maintain the
local competitive position and, at the same time, to allow
a higher wage structure to exist.
An even more important problem facing the Hong Kong
watch assemblers is how to deal with the new era of the
electronic watch. The digital technology is far from mature.
Scientists always come up with new inventions which will
reduce the production cost of the components further. Since
May 197- 9 the price of an electronic watch has gone down
from US$150 to I50. Moreover, there is no definite consumer
preference on the constant—read—out type electronic watch or
the one with a blank dial (which a person has to push a
button to read the time). If the assemblers plunge too soon
into the electronic arena, and the outcome is similar to
that of electronic calculators (which are now sold below
cost in the United States), the assemblers will go bankrupt.
4
On the other hand, if assemblers take a wait-and-see policy,
they may be too late in developing a. competitive advantage
once electronic watches are widely accepted by customers.
This dilemma is not easy to resolve.
Additional unnoticed problems, such as the future
need for human resources, the expansion of markets, and
the improvement of product quality are equally important
to the prospects of the industry. Therefore, it is the
purpose of this research. project to explore these problems
and opportunities and to provide a framework for further
investigation.
1.3 Objectives and Sco e of the Study
In view of the importance of the watch and clock
assembly industry and its potential contribution to the
Hong Kong economy, a study of this industry is highly
desirable. This study incorporated the following objectives:
1) To provide a general overview of the Hong Kong
watch and clock assembly industry with regard
to its past and present developments, inputs,
and outputs.
2) To analyze the present marketing strategies of
selected firms.
3) To study the business environment which affects
the industry.
4) To study the impacts of new technology and new
products on the industry.
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5) To project the short and long-term future of the
industry.
6) To propose recommendations for the existing
marketing strategies.
Moreover, two assumptions are included in this
study:
1) Hong Kong assemblers are unable to compete with
the Swiss and Japanese watchmakers, because the
Swiss and the Japanese have already established
their brand names. Therefore, Hong Kong assemblers
will only concentrate on the production of medium
and low-priced watches and clocks.
2) With the introduction of electronic watches and
clocks, Hong Kong assemblers will gradually reduce
the production of mechanical watches and clocks.
1.4 Methodology and Limitations
Since marketing strategies are emphasized, the
type or primary data used is basically descriptive, and
statistical techniques are not used.
Second data
For the background information most secondary data
were collected through library research, government public-
ations, offical reports, newspapers, magazines, trade
reviews and statistics.
With the help of the research and library staff of-
many organisations, a general overview of the industry was
obtained. Several important sources are listed below:
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1) The University Library of the Chinese University,
2) The Hong Kong Trade Development Council,
3) The Chinese Manufacturers Association of Hong Kong,
4) The Department of Commerce and industry,
5) The Government News Information Centre, and
6) Various trade associations.
Primary data
Because of past experience, the writer knows that
businessmen hesitate to put do-rn their experience and
opinions in writing. Therefore, intensive personal inter-
views were used to collect primary data on marketing
strategies and executives' opinions of the industry. During
each interview, a semi-constructed questionnaire was used
as a guide-line. All the information was recorded immed-
iately after the interview in order to minimize distortion.
S amp l ing
In October 1975 the number of clock- and watch
factories registered with the Department of Commerce and
Industry of the Hong Kong Government were 119. This figure
does not include the cottage-type's assemblers who have
not registered. A sample size of twelve was chosen.
Information provided by the Trade Development
Council indicates that there are two types of assemblers--
namely large and small--in terms of the number of employees.
About 80 percent of the companies belong to the latter.
Based on this information four large firms and eight small
7
ones were selected for in-depth interviews.
A letter explaining the purpose of the study was
sent co ,the owners or the marketing managers of the selected
assemblers with a return slip and an addressed envelope.
The letter was written in both English and Chinese. Tele-
phone calls were then used to follow up and to make appoint-
ments for interviews. One point should be mentioned: two
of the interviews are secured through personal connections.
All interviews were conducted between 1 November
1975 and 15 January 1976 in the interviewees' offices.
Each interview lasted about one hour, but some were extended
to two hours.
Prior to the actual field interviews, the secret-
aries of three watch assembling and trade associations
were visited to obtain some background information of the
industry.
Limitations
Due to the time constraint and limitations of man-
power, it was impossible to visit all assemblers. Therefore,
the information obtained from interviews may not be repre-
sentative of the entire industry.
Another consideration is that the assemblers will
not reveal information they consider to be commercial
secrets. For example, none of them revealed his company's
sales figures, nor any of them described how the existing
customers were solicited.
8
Perhaps culture plays an important part in the
attitude of the respondents, The expatriates were more
cooperative than the Chinese in revealing the company's
policies. Hopefully in the future, when the second
generation becomes top-level managers, academic research
will be easier to conduct.
2.0 GENERAL ASPECTS OF THE INDUSTRY
2.1 History
The deveopment of the watch ancl clock assembly
industry parallels that of other sectors of the watch
industry. In the early years alter World War II, watches
were heavily in. demand but were rare and very valuable.
It was said that the First delivery of watches, a few
dozens from Switzerland after the war, brought hughe fortunes
to the importer. The watches were said to be a brand
called Pierce, which had been ordered before the war but
could not delivered. Each watch was sold at a price
equivalent to that of a house in the streets of Central
District—so it was said.
In the 1950sj metal watch bands, cases, and dials
were only manufactured in Hong Kong. Complete watches
and clocks were imported. During the first ten years
after World War II, Hong Kong was short of foreign exchange
and many French watches were smuggled into Hong Kong from
Vietnam, then a French colony. These watches were in such
a style that they did not meet the market demand. This
prompted the local manufacturers to import Swiss movements
and assemble them with local cases, dials, crowns and
other accessories to make complete watches for domestic
POn cnnmfi An o
Gradually the small assemblers grew into large
assemblers and they exported to foreign countries.
In 1973 there came a new era to the assembly
industry—the invention of electronic watches in the
U.S.A. Although the export value of electronic watches
in 1975 was small, all assemblers are expecting a dramatic
increase in 1976.
2.2 Stimetare of the Assembly Industry
There are 200 factories in the whole watch and
clock industry registered with the Department of Commerce
and Industry for certification of origin purpose in June
1973• Of these 200 factories, 119 of them are engaged in
the assembling of watches and clocks.
In many large factories, assembling watches and
clocks is only a section of the company; other sections
include manufacturing of metal bands, cases, dials, and
r +:H o m t,ro 4- r»~h_
The number of workers in the assembly factories
or sections ranges from less than twenty to over 100.
Over 60 percent of the factories are small concerns.
The production capacity of each worker varies
The assembling processes of mechanical and
electronic watches are similar. The integrated circuit
of the electronic watch is equivalent to the movement
part of the conventional type. And the diodes are similar
to the dials.
with the types o:f watch and clock lie assemblies. Table
2—1 shows an estimated output of each type of watch
by one worker in ten hours.
TABLE 2-1
PRODUCTION CAPACITY OF EACH WORKER









igures provided by the interviewees.
2.3 Location. Area and Building
Nearly all the watch assembly Factories are situated
in office and residental buildings on Hong Kong Island.
Some large Factories, however, are located in the Factory
buildings in Tsuen Wan and San Po Kong, both in Kowloon. On
Eong Kong Island, many new assembly Factories have concent¬
rated in the new Factory buildings in Aberdeen. Some
assemblers even said Aberdeen would one day be Hong Kong1s
Grenchen, the watch producing centre in Switzerland.
Sizes oF individual Factories range From 150 to
30,000 square Feet. Most oF them Fall within the range
oF 00 to 2.000 sciuare Feet.
Department oF Commerce and Industry. Industry
Survey Report No. 6 (Hong Eong, 1970;, p. 11.
An area of 500 square feet is able to hold fifteen
T r I'T.rnn fir T.rr- r -n?
r
2mh Ownerships
Although tiie exact figure of different types of
ownership is not available, most small assembly factories
belong- to sole proprietorships and are owned by local
About 25 percent of the factories belong to part¬
nerships and limited liability. A handful of them are
owned by foreigners (e.g. Timex and Seiko) and eighteen
of them are ioint-ventures.
2.5 The Industry s Input
Investment in fixed assets
The total investment in fixed assets (i.e. land,
building, and machinery) is not available, since many new
firms have recently entered this industry. However, it is
estimated that investment in machinery and equipment, ignor¬
ing depreciation, constitutes more than 90 percent of the
4. 4- n
None of the assemblers has invested in land
Materialj
The watch movements and modules are virtually all
im'oorted. The orincioal sources of suddIv includes the
pmnaivpnaiinmi
Estimation provided by the Hong Kong Watch Assembly
Association Limited.
Industry Survey Report, p. 18,
United States, Switzerland, West Germany, U.S.S.R., and
The semi-manufactured components are largely
ciinril i oH T uniri+ In o 1 n gpi 1 i nHnof -rrrr
TABLE 2-2
RAW MATERIAL AND SEMI-MANUFACTURE]
nnMPOMRMT.q TTsmn
Raw material and
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The machinery and equipment used by the assemblers
includes power press, auto-screw drivers, and electronic











Quartz crystal ageing tester
Analytical microscope














Source: Industry Survey Report No. 6, 3.970« P 19
and South China Morning Post, August 18, 197-
n. 1 k.
Rent, rates, and utilities
The industry's expenditure on rent, rates and
utilities varies with individual Pirms. IP the Pactory
is located in an industrial building, it will enjoy the
lowest rent per square Poot, whereas Pactories in oPPic€
hn -i 1 r i n .crca ui 1 1 liavp hhp V» i xrh=« t. n 1 r n -h P?.
T?nrn1 Airman
Total employment in the assembly industry is not
available. The government has only gathered the total
number oP watch assembly and watch-band workers. Nearly
two—thirds of the production work force consists of female
wn nlrn-r .c;_
TABLE 2.— 4
WATCH AND CLOCK (INCLUDING WATCH
bands) labor statistics






















Source: Labor Department Employment Statistics
2.6 The Industry1 s Cutout
This section presents the stricture of the Hong1
Kong watch and clock export market in an aggregated sense
The purpose is to give the reader a general picture of th
export performance by local assemblers in terms of value,
country of destination, and types of product.
All the data are obtained from trade statistics
published by the government, trade associations, and
research reports. However, due to a time lag in the
publication of the statistics, the figures used in this
TABLE 2-5
HONG KONG WATCH AND CLOCK EXPORTS
BY VALUE FROM 1971 to 75
(HK$'000)


























Source: Hong Kong Trade Statistics, Decembers, 1971- 7,
June. 107 A.
TABLE 2-6
GROWTH RATE OF HONG KONG'S
WATCH AND CLOCK EXPORTS
OVER THE PREVIOUS YEAR
















Source: Hong; Kong Trado Statistics, Decembers, 1971- 7
June, 1975.
The rate of growth for a particular year is based on the
f nl 1 nyi n at f n rrmi a•
Exports for that year- Exports for previous yea:
Exports for prvious year
section were only up to June 1975.
Export performance in terms of value
In the live year period (1970 to 197) the value
of watch exports had increased by 303 percent. At the
same time, mechanical and electric clocks increased by
201 and 283 percent respectively. The most drastic increase
of the whole category 6ccured in 197- with a 75.2 percent
increase from 1972.
During the first six months of 1973 watch and
clock exports maintained a steady growth, with the
exception of electric clocks which had a slight decrease
Table 2-5 and 2-6 show the export values of watches and
clocks from 1971 to June 1975.
Composition of Hong Kong1s exports of watch and clock
There are three items in the watch and clock cate¬
gory: watches with foreign-made movements and modules,
electric clocks and mechanical clocks. Since the elect¬
ronic watch was introduced only two years ago, the govern¬
ment has not vet developed a separate code for it.—
Hong Kong watch and clock exports by market
Watches represent the largest single export Item,
accounting for 71 percent of total exports of this product
category. Nearly all major markets for Hong Kong-made
watches exhibited dynamic growth in 197- except a moderate
value increase for Japan and a decline for Brazil and Kuwait
Relative to other products, Hong Kong's export of watches tc
TABLE 2-7 (a)























Source: Hong Kong Trade Statistics. Decembers, 1973- 7b
Table 2-7 (b) shows the comparision of 1974 and
1975 exports figures of the three items in the period of
January to June.
TABLE 2-7 (b)
WATCH AND CLOCK EXPORTS BY ITEMS
1974-1973 (Jan.-June)
(tttt 9» nor A
V OiOt o share




























world markets was more diverisified. This probably-
rendered the industry less vulnerable to the unfavorable
economic situation provailing in major industrialised
countries. By value, the U.S. in Ityjk absorbed 2k percent
of total Hong Ivong watch exprots, the United Arab Emirates
22 percent, Singapore 8 percent, and Spain k percent. It
is worth noting that the EEC accounted for only 2 percent
of Hong Kong exports of watches. It is also worthy to
note that the average export price of watches exported to
the U.S.A., Canada, Mexico and Japan was lower than that
to most other countries. Hong Kong watches of highest
export prices were destined for the United Arab Emirates
P nrl n r! n o A r o n o
In 197, the export of clocks (all kind) to many
major market more than doubled in value. Exceptions,
however, were the United Kingdom and South Africa. The
shares of the two largest markets, the EEC and the U.S.A.,
in total exports of clocks rose to 28 percent and 18
percent respectively from 1973- Other major markets markec
by fast expansion included the German Federal Repulic,New
Zealand, Thailand, the Netherlands, and Canada. Table 2-8
shows the export values of watches to the top twenty
markets. The export values of mechanical and electric
clocks to the top five markets are shown in Table 2-9 and
Table 2-10 respectively.
香 港 中 文 大 學 圖 書 館 藏 言
TABLE 2-8
THE VALUES OF EXPORT OF HONG
KONG'S TOP TWENTY WATCH MARKETS
FROM 1968 to 1975 (HK$'COO)
«1 4 -v-- «4
1975
1 Ton Tim o 1
°h













































































































































































To tal ino Uin 100.0( 208.70( 100.G 4 6, 2 6 100.00
Source. _H_Kon,g__Trade—, December, 1968-74; June, 1973
THE VALUES OF EXPORT OF HONG
KONG1S TOP FIVE MECHANICAL CLOCK MARKETS
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29.0 £ Q r 71 Zi « 527 31.2 1.337 29.2
pZi_ ZiAr 1 nn r
1,51: 100.0 ,579 100.0
Source: Hon Kong Trade Statistics. December, 1968-7-; June 1975
ta m i? o t r
THE VALUES OF EXPORT OF HONG
KONG1S TOP FIVE ELECTRIC CLOCK MARKETS

































































6. n? n nn r i7.6on inn.n 7.7 30 i no r 100.C
Source: Hong Kong Trade Statistics. December, 1968-74: June. 1975,
others
total 59
From the preceding analysis, the structure of
Hong Kong1s watch and clock export markets has the follow
ing characteristics
Although there was an economic recession, the
growth rate of exports of watches and clocks
remained quite high in 1975. Since the world
economy had shown definite signs of recovery
in the last quarter of 1975, it is optimistic to
predict that the demand for consumer goods will
increase. The growth rate for watch and clock
exports will have no problem in reaching a higher
level. Based on past performance, the growth
rate in 197a is estimated to be above 35 percent.
The markets for Hong Kong assemblers are world¬
wide; however, they are confined to twenty markets
Within these twenty markets, the United States,
United Arab Emira, Singapore, Panama, and Spain
imported over 70 peecent of the watches and
clocks from Ilong Kong in 197-• It seems the
competition among Ilong Kong assemblers is keen
since everyone is concentrating his efforts on
selling to these five markets. Perhaps Hong
Kona assemblers should develop more markets.
Some characteristics are noted in the locations
of the major markets. First, they are wealthy
or developed countries, such as the U.S.A. and
the Middle-east countries. Second, many countrie
of high population density are not included. or
example, South-east Asian countries, European
and African countries imported very few watches
and clocks. One particular market is the EEC.
The EEC has a population larger than that of the
U.S.A., and its living standard is very high.
But it only imported 2 percent of the total
exports. Perhaps with suitable marketing
strategies, the EEC will become one of the
important markets to Iiong Kong assemblers.
The seventy-five percent increase in the export
value in 197 over 1973 is partially attributable
by the introduction of electronic watches. As a.
product of new features, electronic watches are
widely accepted by western countries. This seems
to indicate that if assemblers are able to differ¬
entiate their products, sales will increase. As
a result, assemblers should place more emphasis
on product-planning.
The above summary is deveoped through the analysis
of the published da.ta. These data, however, do not reveal
the effects of the environment on the performance of the
assemblers. Therefore, it is the purpose of the next
chapter to analyze the present environmental situation as
faced by the industry.
3.0 PRESENT SITUATION ANALYSIS
3.1 Introduction
It is a Pact that over recent years Hong Kong
watch and clock assemblers have performed very well in
exporting products to the world. Th.e environment,
however, is changing. Many formerly favorable conditions,
such as an inexpensive labor force and a lack of foreign
competition, no longer exist; instead, a new situation has
arisen. This situation has created new favorable and
unfavorable factors to Hong Kong assemblers. Before
the future of the industry can be projected, it is necess¬
ary to examine and understand the present situation.
This and the following chapters summarize the
findings of the survey conducted through intensive inter¬
views with the twelve watch and clock assemblers. To
classify the sizes of these assemblers, many criteria
can be used. ¥e can. class 1137- them by the size of the
factory size in terms of areas, the amount of capital, or
the number of employees. Each criterion has its advantages
and drawbacks. Owing to the difficulty in obtaining
data for classification, the writer will use the number
of employees for the general criterion. Large assemblers
are those employing 30 or more workers, and the small
assemblers are those with less than 30 workers. Ultra-
small assemblers are those cottage type assemblers
whose work forces are limited to five or less persons.
They primarily assemble low-priced watches for larger
assemblers.
The cottage-type assemblers are excluded in
this study partly because they do not register at the
Department of Commerce and Industry, and partly because
they do not do any export marketing. The background
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Large firms are those with 58 or more employees
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aAll prices in HK$
Prices quoted in November 1973
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Assembly Industry
Essentially, watch and clock assemblers require
a large number of brought-in components either locally or
from abroad. In Eong Kong watch cases and dials are
readily available from local manufacturers. The movements
are either imported or obtained from local movement
assemblers, The latter's component parts are also imported.
For all types of movements the Swiss have the highest
mn o 1 -i
The modules of the electronic watch, on the other
hand, are 99 percent imported from either the U.S.A. or
.Tanan-
The high degree of dependence of the movements or
modules from foreign suppliers is the most serious problem
for most assemblers. Fortunately the supply of mechanics,!
movements from Switzerland, Japan and France does not
fluctuate much. In fact, the supply of movement is very
stable and the price has been lowered despite inflation.
The primary reason for this is the global recession In 1974
and 1975 During that period manufacturers of movements
had to lower the price to attract more customers.
The supply of the electronic modules, however, has
become a major problem to many assemblers. First, the
modules clo not always maintain the same quality. According
to some assemblers, the damage rate of these modules,
which are mainly supplied by American producers, is as
hi sir. as 20 uereent.
Although the suppliers extend repair service, in
some cases it takes more than three months for local
assemblers to receive the repaired modules. This has
caused delays in shipment of the finished product to
overseas markets, and in turn has created financial strain
for many small assemblers.
Second, the cost of the modules fluctuates in
short periods. One assemblers claimed that he had to
adjust the price of the electronic watch every three months.
If any delay of shipment occurs, he would suffer great
losses—in recent months, the cost of the modules has
already dropped some 20 to 30 percent.
¥a ve s
Usually an individual worker is paid on the number
of watches he assembles each day. On the average, the
direct labor cost of each low-priced mechanical watch is
six cents, 50 to 70 cents for a medium-priced watch, and
$5 for an electronic watch.
Electronic watches require higher craftsmanship
and each worker can only assemble five to seven of them
each day. This causes the cost of direct labor to be
miite hi ail.
During the 1975 recession, the assemblers tried
not to lav off oermanent workers but decreased sub-
contractings to cottage-type assemblers.
During 1973 and 197 there was a boom in the
industry, but there was no shortage oh labor. As a result,
the wage level remained stable in both periods of boom
and alnnm.
Tariffs and quotas
Quite different from other industries in Hong
Kong, such as garments and gloves, there is no restriction
placed on Hong Kong watches and clocks. The primary
reason is, perhaps, that the watch and clock industry is
not an important industry in most countries. The govern¬
ments do not have to set up tariff's and quotas to protect
the local assemblers.
However, the major markets of Hong Kong assembe
do not have special treatment to the watches and clocks
from Hong Kong. For example, the U.S. does not include
Hong Kong assembled watches and clocks in the Special
Preference Scheme for developing countries.
On the contrast, some competitors—such as
Switzerland, Taiwan and South Korea—enjoy special tariff
treatment. The Siss enjoy a lower tax rate from the EEC.
This vulnerable factor makes Hong Kong products less
competitive in foreign markets.
~South China Morning Post, December 15« 1973? P 1iinnnfTnEfmtnnMnuiinniiUBPiHM»rhi tawwin—1nuiwmup™unai inmMprirm nnii mtmmimmmniDi..uumn..immujim•»J w—
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Product-life-cycle
All the assemblers agreed that mechanical watches
and clocks are at the stage of maturity. But opinions
differed as to the length of time they would remain in
that stage. A manager of a large assembling factory
said:
Mechanical watches, especially low-priced watches,
will have their place in the markets. We expect
the sales to further increase in the coming year.
Another marketing executive of a small assembling firm,
however, had another opinion:
Although we only assemble electronic watches and
have no previous experience in selling traditional
watches, we believe electronic watches will certainly
take a larger share of the export market... the rate
of increase of mechanical watches will be lower in
the next year.
There is no doubt that the electronic watch is
in the growth stage because it was just introduced three
years ago.
The positions of mechanical watches and clocks
and electronic watches in the product-life-cycle are
shown in Figure 3.1.
Factors favoring the devlopment of the industry
The political, social and economical environment
of Hong Kong favor the cleveopment of the watch and clock
industry. Some of the favorable factors are common to
other industries in Ilong Kong, but some are especially
favorable to this particular industry.
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Keys: A--Mechanical watch and clock
B--Electronic watch
FIGURE 3.l STAGE OF PRODUCT=LIFE-.CYCLE OF MECHANICAL
AND ELECTRONIC WATCHES AND CLOCKS
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Free trade policy
The Hong Kong government allows goods from any
country to be imported into the city. Therefore, local
assemblers can order movements from communist and socialist
countries--for example, the Soviet Union. These movements
have a lower cost than those from Switzerland. The
completed watches and clocks with this type of movement
can then be exported to the African and Middle-east
countries.
Other Asian competitors will not have such benefits
since these countries, such as South Korea and Taiwan, are
anti-communist. Manufacturers are required to present
the certificates of origin of the goods before they are
allowed to be exported.
Lack of foreign exchange control
The Hong Kong assemblers also enjoy the free
foreign exchange policy. This allows a rapid monetary
transaction between the exporter and importer. In most
Asian countries, the remittence of various currencies is
not easy due to tight government foreign exchange controls.
Labor force
The watch and clock assembly industry requires
dexterous fingers during operations. Thanks to the high
internal birth rate during the 1950s, the primary source
of manpower can support the industrial expansion. Many
female workers are between the ages of fifteen.and twenty-
five in the assembly factories. After three months of
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training, these workers will become skilful assemblers.
Wage structure
Comparatively speaking, wages in the watch and
clock assembly industry are higher than those of other
industries. As a result, many workers are attracted
by this industry. In addition to the better working
conditions (most of them are air-conditioned) there is
no shortage of labor so far. Assemblers, therefore, need
not raise wages to attract workers.
Factory location
The assembling of watches and clocks require clean
working place and humidity control. The areas, however,
need not be very large. Therefore, over 60 percent of
the factories are located in residental buildings, in
which cleanliness and humidity are easy to control.
Moreover, residental apartments are not expensive
and are easy to rent, whereas other types of industries,
such as toys and garments, require a large capital invest-
ment for buildings.
Foreign competition
As everyone knows, Switzerland is the leading watch
exporter in the world, while Japan is ranked second. These
two countries primarily manufacture high and medium-priced
watches. The mass market is dominated by low-priced watches,
in which Hong Kong has a leading role.
From the survey it is learned that Hong Kong
assemblers care very little about foreign competitions. Of
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course, Hong Kong dominates the low-priced mechanical
watch market, but other Asian countries have begun to close
the gap. Those countries include South Korea, Taiwan aiii.d
Singapore.
One of the assemblers even said that these
countries would never catch up I-long Kong. Taiwan, for
example, does not have a single firm that exports watches.
Yet in 1974, there we:ce at least four factories in Taiwan
exporting mechanical watches. This shows that some
assemblers are not well-informed.
The government of these three Asian countries also
help the development of the watch and clock assembly
industry. These governments subsidize the industry and
invite foreign firms for joint-ventures. As a result,
technical know-how is imported. with less expensive labor
forces, these three countries will sooner or later become
strong competitors of Hong Kong in the low-priced watch
market.
With respect to electronic watches, Hong Kong does
not have any advantageous position. Although Mr. D. HE*
Jordan, the director of Commerce and Industry, also felt
that the future of the electronic watch in the world market
is prosperous, he did not mention how many countries were
competing for this market.
sV+ithin the Ear East alone, there are already four
major countries now manufacturing electronic watches.
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They are Japan, South Korea, Taiwan and Hong Kong. Hong
Kong is developing a position which will have little
advantage.
The other three countries are able to manufacture
electronic modules locally, but most Hong Kong assemblers
still depend on the import of the modules. Those who can
assemble their own modules are unable to produce high
quality products.
Unless Hong Kong can obtain an inexpensive and
stable supply of modules, the future will not be as
bright as e1 pected.
Other competitors in the electronic watch market
are the U.S.A. and the Swiss. The U.S.A. is the leader
of all countries. It is estimated that the U.S. captured
over 90 percent of the world market in 1975.2
In order to deal with the present situation, Hong
Kong assemblers should use different marketing strategies
to optimize their profits. However, Hong Kong assemblers
are known to be production-oriented.3 Therefore, it is
necessary to determine the extent to which marketing
principles have been applied by these companies.
2Business Week, October 19, 1975, P. 80.
3Sutu Hsin, Hong Kong Small-Scale Industries Need




To assess how different companies approach their
markets and what marketing strategies, if any, they adopt,
we must first consider the primary functions of marketing.
These include:
l) the identification and./or creation of demand
2) persuading customers that their needs should be
satisfied by specific suppliers (e. g. through
personal salesmanship or advertising) and
3) satisfying the demand (involving research and
development, design, manufacture and supply).
This approach will at least ensure that the company
knows they are still continuing along the proper lines.
If not, then the company can take quick action to rectify
the position and start doing the correct things once again.
This approach is used to analyze the export market-
ing strategies of the firms surveyed.
4.1 Target Market
In the world there are three different watch
markets with different channels of distributions. The
high-priced or jewelry market is that market in which the
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retailer needs high profit margins to support increased
customer services.
The second watch market is the feature-oriented,
medium-priced area where watch functions and styling are
provided at a price. Many mechanical and most electronic
watches are now being sold in this market.
The third market, and by far the largest, is the
low-priced or true mass market. This is the market which
Hong Kong assemblers cater to with their clock-face
mechanical watches.
The major markets for Hong Kong in terms of region:
are the U.S.A., South America and the Middle-east. In
fact, the U.S.A. is the most important market for all
types of products made in Fong Kong. Other countries of
importance to the Bong Kong watch and clock industry have
only developed in recent years.
After the oil embargo, the people in the Middle-
east countries are wealthier than before. In addition, the
governments want to improve the living standard of the
people. As a result, they have applied very few import
restrictions. The tariffs usually are three percent or
less. Moreover, these countries lack light industries,
and therefore, must import many consumer goods.
One chief executive said that the Arab countries
may replace the U.S.A. as the world's largest market for
the importation of Hong Kong assembled watches and clocks.
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On a regional base, all the important markets
are located west of India. Singapore also buys significant
quantities of watches and clocks from Hong Kong, and
reexports them to the western markets.
Individual buyers are mostly importers and
wholesalers. These people come to Hong Kong twice a year
and look for the best buys in town. However, the established
customers of large assemblers seldom look for other
suppliers.
Other buyers include some buying offices in Hong
Kong, exporters and export merchants. These customers
comprise a very small percentage. One small assembler
made the following remark:
I seldom sell to exporters because all my customers
come directly to me. They are already importers
or wholesalers of consumer products. I usually
ship my watches directly to them...
In terms of the final consumers, the assemblers
could only guess their attitude and characteristics. The
following are some of the characteristics quoted:
Anyone who doesn't want to damage his expensive
watch during working might buy a cheaper one...
They are probably middle class ad-Lilts.
If people have high salary, they might buy two or
more watthes ...style is more important than quality.
I think the blue-collar workers are the customers...
If the product is new, such as electronic watch,
everyone will buy one... 11
It seems that the assemblers do not have much know led 'e
on the characteristics of the final consumers. They care
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little about the most important step in the marketing
channel. Perhaps Hong Kong assemblers thine that it is
the job of the wholesaler or importer to find out and meet
the needs of the consumers.
TABLE 4-1
TARGET MARKET OF HONG
KONG ASSEMBLERS
region. U.S.A., South America
Middle-east
Intermediate customers. Tholesalers, importers
Final customers. Everyone
4.2 Product Development and Design
Since the assemblers have no control of the
movements or modules of the watches and clocks, they can
only concentrate on the development of other watch parts.
Usually there are three approaches to the develop-
ment and design of the product. First, the assembler
can design the watches and clocks and present them to the
buyers. This approach requires competent personnel,
especially for research and design. Moreover, the assembler
must have first hand knowledge of the customer attitude
towards the product.
Second, the assembler and buyer Jointly design
the products. T1e buyers have closer contact with the
final consumers to provide more up-to-day knowledge. The
assemblers can then refine the idea and make them adapt-
able to the development and manufacturing process.
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Third, the assemblers will follow the buyers'
designs. They are mainly engaged in .production. In
this case the assemblers take a passive role in the
development and design of watches and clocks.
From the interviews with the small assemblers q
they admitted that they seldom designed their own products.
Most often they selected the available watches cases,
bands, and dials in the local market and let the buyers
chose the type they wanted.
However, when the buyers have their own designs,
the assemblers cooperate with them to make necessary
modifications. One small assembler said:
I'I-,,e don't need any research personnel there are
hundreds of styles (of cases, dials, and bands)
available in the market, We can just choose
whatever we want. Moreover, we are not financially
capable of having research staff. Sometimes our
experienced technicians do the job of a designer.
Large assemblers took a different view-point.
The four assemblers are vertically integrated. They have
watch cases, dials, and bands sections. Although their
do not have a research and design department, the production
departments are able to put out new styles to suit the
customers' taste. One example is the illusion style 9
in which there are no numbers and divisions to indicate
the exact time. A chief executive said:
We always watch the modern fashions from Japan
and Switzerland. Whenever a new model comes out,
we immediately copy that model and make certain
modifications to adapt to our movements...1e seldom
make to sample because Hong Kong watch parts are
famous in style, and the buyers will come here to
choose the one they want.
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On the other hand, the assemblers claimed they
could not do anything about the design of electronic
watches, since this is a new product and the technology
is still at its primitive stage. Any change in technology
that makes the module thinner would make the present
watch-case completely obsolete. That is why the assemblers
do not emphasize the design.
Despite having their own designs, the four
assemblers also produce mechanical watches for inventory.
If any buyer comes, the firm is able to deliver the
watches immediately. At the present moment they will
not produce electronic watches for inventory since the
cost of modules is decreasing very rapidly.
Due to financial reasons, each of the eight small
assemblers will produce when the orders are received.
4.3 Technical Development
The aim of technical development is to train more
competent personnel for future needs. Within a factory,
there are three types of workers--assemblers, supervisor
and technicians. Their job descriptions are listed in
Table 4-2.
Everyone is trained on the job. in small factories,
the position of supervisor has been eliminated. All
assemblers must have previous experience before they will
be employed. Each of the eight small assemblers said
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TABLE 4-2
JOB DESCRIPTIONS OF THE WORKERS
JobType
Assembler Assemble the parts and movements
together.
Quality control.
Supervisor Train the new assemblers.
Supervise the manufacturing process.
Technician Check and fix the movements
Design.
Train the supervisors or assemblers
to become technicians.
that they could not provide on-the-job training because
they have to meet the delivery date. Moreover, the turn-
over rate of the assemblers is very high. Therefore, there
is no financial benefit from providing training to the
workers. One assembler further said:
It is even worse to train more technicians. Once
the new man is capable to handle the job, he will
leave us immediately to open his own company. I
myself was a technician a few years ago.
un the otner nanct, the four large assemblers
provide technical training at all levels. In the past
few months, there was a temporary critical shortage of
labor and the large assemblers had to train many unexperi-
enced workers.
In Hong Kong, except for on-the-job training,
there is no formal training for the technicians to increase
their knowledge. Four years ago there was a Swiss
Technical Centre set up by the Swiss Watch Association
in hong Kong. Swiss engineers were brought here to give
advanced training. Due to financial difficulties the
Centre was closed. Those who took courses at the Centre
are now all enrol oved bv larw asspmhlpr.c;.
h. k- Mark e t in a Chann els
Each producer seeks to link together the set of
marketing intermediaries that best fulfill the firm's
objectives. This set of marketing intermediaries is
called the marketing channel (also trade channel, channel
of distribution).
From the survey three types of marketing channels






















FIGURE 4.1 MARKETING CHANNELS OF HONG KONG WATCII
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Type (b) assemblers have a parent company which
is an exporter. This type of assembler never sub-contracts
to small assemblers. They only assemble electronic watches.
The exporters in the integrated type have a broad
range of product selection. For example, they have
calculators, garments, wigs, and toys included on their
selling list.
Assemblers will use any one of the three types
of channel outlined above. One of the small assemblers
gave the illustration of the Flexibility of his strategies
in choosing the proper channels
Most of the time, perhaps 80 percent, I directly
sell my product to the buyers from the United
States. But it doesn't mean 1 won1t choose other
channels. If an exporter comes to me, I will sell
to him without discrimination. Of course, I will
satisfy my established customers first before I
serve others...In addition, 1 sometimes sell my
product to other local assemblers who must meet
the dead-line of delivery...Anyway I will accept
any order providing that I have excess capacity.
The trend of direct selling will probably continue
in the future because watches and clocks are not bulk y
goods. They can be transported by air, which reduces
shipping problems to a minimum.
Furthermore, a small assembler can satisf} the
demands of many buyers because a monthly production of one
small assembler of low-priced watches is about 100,000
units. This allows direct selling to be more feasible.
The assemblers do not like to go through exporters
as they would earn a lower profit margin. Although direct
selling requires a substantial amount of money in overhead
expense, docum.entation work, and travel expenses, the
amount earned is still greater than through indirect
selling.
•5 Brands and Package Policy
Branding refers to the use of a name, a symbol,
or design (or a combination of these) to identify goods
or services of one seller and to distinguish them from
those of competitors. Usually a brand suggests quality.
From the survey it was found that all the twelve-
assemblers have their own brand nemes. But they claimed
that the brand names did not add any special feature to
the products. Whenever a buyer places his order, he
usually prefers to use his own brand name. It is certain
because the buyers want the local assemblers to assemble
watches under his own brand. For the medium-priced
watches and clocks, the buyers demand a high quality. In
such canes, a brand name already represents quality in
the market and the buyers will not use an unknown brand.
When the orders are in small quantities, local
assemblers sometimes will insist on using their own
brands to cut down the printing cost.
The assemblers also have similar attitudes
towards packaging. The main purpose of packaging is to
protect the watch and clock during transportation. One
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marketing manager had the following comment on packaging:
Because all our products are transported by air,
we must cut down the weight and volume to decrease
freight charges. But at the same time we have to
provide sufficient protection to the delicate watch
and clock. We must compromise on these two aspects.
In fact, packaging does not add any promotional
value to the watch and clock. When you look at the
shop display windows, how often do you find the
box of the watch in the w•rindows?
Unless -Hong Kong assemblers have established them-
selves in foreign markets as leading assemblers in the
world, such as those of Roxy, Omega, and Seiko, they will
not pay serious attention to brands and packaging consider-
ations.
4.6 Pricing Policy
Pricing policy depends on many variables, such as
cost materials, wages of labor, the degree of competition,
types of products, overhead cost, selling expenses,
quality of services, and the financial resources of the
assembler.
It was found that small and large assemblers
always keep the prices of different types of watches and
clocks at a minimum. The small assemblers use a low
price strategy to compete with large competitors. This
strategy will enable them to secure larger orders. As
Their profits increase and they establish themselves in
the market, the small assemblers will gradually increase
the price to a more competitive level with the large
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assemblers. One owner of a small factory explained
this strateerv:
"The first thing I do is to survive, so I wouldn't
hope to make a lot of money in the first few years.
Moreover, there is always someone setting a price
lower than the cost. These guys will be wiped out
rapidly ...We can't compete with the large assemblers
because most of them have many established customers
We have to lower the price to attract the smaller
customers."
From the survey it was found that all the twelve
assemblers use a mark-up-on-cost method to set the price.
Unfortunately, none of them revealed how much was the
mark-up. They claimed that this is a commercial secret.
They confessed, however, that the profit margin is very
now low nowadays. They depend on high volume turnovers.
One small factory owner said he could only earn enough for
a living. The net profit margin is estimated to be about
five to eight percent of total cost.
The interviewees also said that the demand condition
is very important. For example, in the middle of 1973 there
were only a handful of factories able to produce electronic
watches and they, therefore, charged very high prices to
their customers.
Two very important factors affecting the prices
are the quality of the products and the financial back-
ground of the company.
One large assembler made the following remark:
"Although prices are very important to our profits,
we seldom lower the prices below those of our
competitors'. We stress quality. With a certain
degree of quality, the product should worth that
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price. In order to show that our quality is depend-
able, we take the buyers around to see our factory.
There are millions of dollars of equipment inside,
which I believe will impress the customers very
much... 1,,'e can also produce for inventories that we
are able to give immediate delivery...This is also
one of our advantages over other small assemblers.
Another small assembler had the same feeling:
You cannot lower the quality to suit the price. If
you do, that customer will not come back again.
This is why we set a minimum price for a particular
quality. If that customer insists on a lower price,
we send. him to other assemblers.
Comparatively speaking, large assemblers were
found to be less sensitive to price. Some elements that
contribute to the formation of such attitude are:
i) Large assemblers have only accessories to offer,
such as cases. bands. and dials.
2) There are not many well-equipped assemblers in
Hong Kong.
3) Large assemblers are able to extend credits to
the buyers that many small assemblers carunot.
4.7 Promotion
Since Hong Kong watch and clock assemblers export
entirely to foreign markets, it is very expensive for an
individual firm to conduct promotions. Therefore, govern-
ment agencies and public organisations step in to tike
up the burden.
One of these is a semi-government agency, the Hong
Kong Trade Development Council (TDC) which was set up in
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1966. The Council has many offices in the largest cities
of the world. The primary objective is to promote trade
between foreign countries and Hong Kong. From time to
time, the Council will organize trade missions to visit
foreign markets. Anyone in business can participate. The
Council also publishes a magazine, Hong Kong Enterprises,
which introduces Hong Kong-made products to foreign buyers.
In recent years the Council has invited local
watch and clock assemblers to join together to participate
in the =,Tat ch and clock trade fairs held in Switzerland
and the U.S.
All the assemblers interviewed have at least
participated in the trade fairs once. Their opinions of
the effectiveness of the trade fairs are favorable. One
small assembler commented:
"I know that these trade fairs will not generate
immediate results, but the buyers `•ri l l know the
existence of my company. Next time when they come
to Hong Kong, they will come to visit me. Or, I
would visit them after the trade fairs and negotiate
for other orders. It is better to know more potential
customers."
Another chief executive of a large assembler said
his company participates in major trade fairs in the
world every year. Many orders are generated through
joining these missions.
With respect to the trade magazine, Hong Kong
Enterprises, only four ofthe interviewees have advertised
in it. The product advertised is the electronic watch.
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Others held little interest in advertising in any mass-
medium either locally or overseas. These eight assemblers
thought that personal selling could have better results.
In the early years, local assemblers waited for
the customers to come to Hong Kong. Now. all of them
take an active role in soliciting new orders. Small and
large assemblers send sales personnel to customers' offices
to get new orders and to promote compan.-ies' products.
One other public organisation that actively promotes
Hong Kong products is the Chinese Manufacturers Association.
In July 1976 the Association will organise a watch and clod:
trade mission to visit the 111iddle-east countries. The
purpose is to explore this growing market.
In summary, local watch and clock assemblers tend
to emphasize collective promotional activities and neglect
mass-media advertising. Table L1-3 shows various promotional
practices used by the surveyed respondents.
TABLE 4-3
Small Ass.Large assemblers
(eight in no,Activity (four in no.)
2Advertising in mass media




aThis company is a multinational company. The
watch and clock assembling factory in Bong Kong
is a subsidiary.
4.8 Export Financing
The most important financial institution to support
the exports in Hong Kong is the commercial beanks. In
recent years, with the booming of the banking industry,
assemblers could borrow money from the banks to finance
.their working capital with out much difficulty.
Commercial banks also play an important role as
intermediator to handle the export financial matters for
exporters and importers. Basically there are two types of
financial instruments used by the businessmen, drafts and
letters of credit.
The draft is a formal order from the exporter or
manufacturer who is a. possessor of a foreign financial
claim to the respective importer or buyer to pay a specific
sum of money to a third party, usually a bank, at a certain
time.
A letter of credit is a formal document issued by
a bank on behalf of an importer or buyer guaranteeing
payment of the manufacturer's drafts drawn according to the
stipulations in his agreement with the importer or buyer.
In fact, it establishes a conditional account for the
manufacturer in a bank in Hong Kong on which he can draw
as soon as he has complied with the conditions.
In common practice, Hong Kong exporters or manu-
facturers prefer letters of credit because they can get
the money as soon as the goods are delivered to the ship.
Watch, and clock assemblers are of no exception
Small assemblers insist on guarantees by letters
of credit because the} are financially incapable of extend¬
ing long credits to the buyers, At the same time, local
assemblers draw letters of credit to their suppliers.
Large assemblers, however, may not insist on
letters of credit if that customer is an established one.
The following quotation illustrates the credit policy of
1 n t.cvp n c c: omh 1 or'
We still want our buyers to pay by letters of credit.
But if he is our old customer and we know him very
well, we would allow him to use draft. In this case, we
would give him 30 or 60 days of credit. Usually we
do business on mutal trust; this is part of the
Chinese culture.
A semi-government agency, the Hong Eong Export
Credit Insurance Corporation, also provides export insurance
to holders of DP and DA. From the twelve firms surveyed
only one has taken advantage 01° this service. The reasons
are that either they know little about this organisation
or they prefer to rely on commercial banks.
h•9 Special Marketing Strategies
towards Elect nronic hatches
Before discussing this topic, a summary of the
technical aspects of electronic watches is given.
The working principle of the electronic watch is
based on the perpetual intermolecular vibration of cut
quartz crystals at a rate of 3B,?68 per second as the unit
of time measurement (the module). The vibration is in
turn transmitted via a set of complementary integrated
circuits, accumulated in the form of a. binary impulse
which vibrate at a rate of one per second to motivate a
display unit of date, hour, minute, and second. Other
new models will display tenths of a second, the month and
week-days as well. Some models can also be used as a stop-
wa+: rh.
Two display systems are in use at the moment. In
one case the watch has light emitting diodes (LED) which
offer the time in the same style as a pocket calculator
presents its figures—in either red or green illuminated
figures on 0. black background. In the other, there is a
liquid crystal display (LCD) in which the time shows itself
normally as if it were written by magnetic pencil on iron
filings. But neither system is perfectly satisfactory.
The LED watches require the wearer to use two
hands to read the time because he has to push a button
in order to get a visual display. And this display is
not very readable in bright light. On the other hand,
LCD watches display larger figures and no button pushing
is required. Yet the LCD face is extremely difficult to
read in anvthina but aood liaht.
In spite of these drawbacks, both LCD and LED
watches have two massive advantages over the conventional
watch. They are more simple and reliable, 'and they keep
much better time than anything else on the market.
Although there is a global growing interest in
the electronic watch line, Hong Kong assemblers approach
the line with caution, manly because of two reasons:
modules prices are continuing to drop depite a tight
supply condition, and a clear pattern of preference has
not yet emerged between LED and LCD displays.
To illustrate the uncertainty of this market,
one assembler quoted the following prices;
In May 1979 we charged a FOB price of $75®9 but
four months ago (i.e. May 1975) the price had
been lowered to §250.
The assemblers attitudes can be divided into
two t3pes. One is a wait-and-see attitude and the other
is go-ahead. The former will not produce a single
watch unless the letters of credit are firmly in hand,
while the latter have planned to assemble their own
modules to reduce cost. The writer believes that no
uniform attitude will exist among assemblers in 197«
However, a technological break-through or the emergence
of strong preferences could change this.
k.10 Marketing Department and
Personnel
Small and large assemblers are found to have
distinct marketing attitudes. Large assemblers have a
well organised marketing or sales department. The number
of salesmen is more than five. However, they are not
professional marketing1 personnel. They started a_t very
low positions and were gradually promoted to the present
positions.
In small companies, the sales managers are also
the owners and the production managers. This gives them
a very disadvantageous position to compete because once
they are out of Hong Kong, there will be no one to take
charge of the operations. Therefore, small assemblers
always rely on their wives or close relatives to make
decisions. These persons are not employed full-time,
however. They do not like to take heavy responsibility.
This trend will probably continue in the near
future because Chinese do not like outsiders or a new
employee to take charge of the most important position
(i.e. marketing) of a company.
4.11 Summary of this Chapter
Based on the findings of this survey, the following
conclusions are developed:
The primary problem facing Hong Eong assemblers
is the critical shortage of modules for elect¬
ronic watches. This is because the supply from
the U.S.A. and Japan cannot meet the demand of
electronic watch assemblers all over the world.
Moreover, the quality of the modules from some
suppliers is poor and unreliable. The watch
buyers will only blame the assemblers, thus
creating a. bad image of the products from Hong
Kong•
The exports of watches and clocks to foreign
countries are not restricted by quotas; therefore,
Hong Kong assemblers can export as many as they
want. However, Hong Kong is less competitive
compared with South Korea and Taiwan. Hong Kong
does not enjoy the same special tariff preferences
as other less deveoped countries.
Mechanical watches and clocks are at their maturiy
stages. The profit margin is about five percent.
Only a high volume of business will result in a
high profit. Therefore, assemblers should
search for new customers and markets. On the
other hand, the sales of the electronic watch are
beginning to increase, and all the assemblers are
looking forward for a greater increase in sales
in 1976.
The free trade policy, the lack of foreign exchange
control, a stable labor force and wage level, and
inexpensive factory rentals all contribute to the
success of the watch and clock industry in Hong
Kong.
Hong Kong will not face serious foreign compet¬
ition in the near future. However, it is impossible
to predict the long term competitive activity.
South Korea and Taiwan have made great progress
in assembling electronic watches.
Hong Kong assemblers do not pay special attention
to product development and design. Most of them
make to samples.
Training of the production personnel is primary
through on-the-job training. There is no formal
training facility available in Hong Kong. Small
assemblers are not willing to train unskilled
workers because of financial reason.
Eighty percent of the time, local assemblers
sell the products direct to wholesalers and
importers. They do not have much knowledge on
the characteristics of the final consumers.
Hong Kong assemblers do not give priority to
bands and packaging. They believe that brands
and package will not add additional value to the
product.
Price is considered to be one of the important
factors during negotiation with buyers. Quality
is another important factor to be considered.
Promotional activities are primarily confined to
trade exhibitions and personal selling. Advert¬
ising on mass-meclia is minimal.
Since the technology of electronic watches has
not matured to the extent that the production
cost will not be further reduced, many Hong-
Kong' assemblers do not want to commit them¬
selves to assemble cither type of display
systems—LEDs or LCDs—in large scales. They
take a cautious approach toward electronic watch
line.
Since business environment it never stable, assembler
musi adjust their strategies to cope with new changes.
Before deciding the best strategies, they have to predict
the future. It is the future that will govern the profit
of a company or its survival.
5.0 THE FUTURE
5.1 Contraction or Expansion
The Future of the Hong1 Kong watch and clock
assembly industry seems to be prosperous. On a global
basis, there is every indication that, at least in this
decade, watch and clock requirements will expand consider
ably. The major reason is the gradual rise of living
standards in many development countries, such as those
in Africa, South-east Asian, and Latin America. Moreover
many communist countries have begun to adopt an open-trad
policy with capitalistic countries. Instead of buying
high-priced and high quality watches, people in these
developing countries will look Tor low-priced but durable
watches. These watches cost little even they are damaged
during working. These countries are the potential market:
oT Hong Kong watch and clock assemblers.
Within this overall expansion of demand Tor
watches, the share oT mechanical watches in the world-
market is estimated to decrease because oT the greater
acceptance oT electronic watches bv consumers.
At the present moment, Hong Kong watch and clock
assemblers take a wait-and-see' policy to the market oT
digital watches. They want to wait until the technology
and consumer attitude have stablized. Perhaps it will b
too late because competition xvill be very keen at thai
time, both, locally and abroad. The Swiss have learnec
this lesson in a painful way.
The Swiss have learned the electronic watch
technology in the early 1960s, but they overlooked the
potential of electronic watches in the watch markets.
As a result, they did not attempt to develop the tech¬
nology further. Even when the Americans introduced the
first electronic watch in the middle of 1972, the Swiss
still viewed the digital watch as a U.S. fad, and at
best, another speciality model along the battery—powered
conventional watch. They took an unaggressive position
towards electronic watches, and now they are shocked by
the drastic sales of digital watch in the world and in
their own country, as reported bv Business Weeks
In just one day last month (September 1975) a
store on Zurich1s Bahnhofstrasse sold 100 Pulsar
watches. The astronishing thing about it was that
the $300 digital watches were made by Time Computer
Inc. in Lanchester, Pa. Selling that many U.S.-
made watches in the stronghold of the giant Swiss
watch industry was no fluke, however, and it clear!
shows that the current topsy-turvy stqite of the
world's $4.5 billion watch business.
Since Hong Kong assemblers always adapt rapidly
to new changes, there is no reason for them to miss this
opportunity. However, if they want to expand their
business, they must start planning.
Business Week, October 19, 1975, p• 82,
52 Expected Changes (and Opportunities)
Price and market
It seems unlikely that any major changes will
occur in the world low-priced mechanical watch market
during the coming two to three years. The unmatured
digital technology will not allow electronic watches to
penetrate into the market. The price-gap between trad¬
itional low-priced and electronic watches is about HK$200,
which makes the latter non-comr)etitive in the mass-market.
Although it is estimated by the U.S. watchmakers
that the price of electronic watches will Pall to HKjlOO
or below in a Pew years, the price gap will still be
about HK§50. This is a large price difference.
It appears, however, that more companies will join
the competition. All the U.S. firms are concentrating
on reducing the cost op electronic modules and improving
the quality. These firms include the old traditional
watchmakers and manufacturers oP semiconductors. In 1975
the U.S.A. was the largest electronic watch and module
producer, as shown in Figure 5.1.
An estimate given by Business IFeek is the share
oP electronic watches in the total watch market in this
decade. This is shown in Figure 5•2.
When the U.S. technology has stablized, as the
electronic calculator industry has, Asia may imported the
TIP r
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technology and become the major assembler of the world.
High labor cost in the U.S. will be the major factor for
this shift.
Consumer
Although there is a price-gap existing between
mechanical and electronic watches, the final consumers
may not care about this price difference, especially those
in the deve1oded countries.
In terms of quality, the digital watches have no
moving parts to wear out; they normally need little or nc
servicing or repair and are far more accurate (within a
minute per year; than most mechanical watches.
On the other hand, mechanical watches have their
merits. As one assembler had said during the interviews
Few people would care about the accuracy of time
in terms of seconds, nor would they care what the
month or the clav is.
Right now the digital watches are poorly designed, big
and ugly, while mechanical xyatches are the best in styles,
Many customers buy the style and not the accuracy of the
T',TPf f.rhPR.
Presumably electronic and mechanical watches have
their own markets. One is growing and the other is stablis
ins1.
C o mpetitior
Hong Kong watch and clock assemblers should als
be aware of their neighboring competitors, A review by
by Asian Source Electronics shows that:
Taiwan: With government promotion, Taiwan is
quietly moving towards seIT-sufficiency in the
supply of the technological-intensive key compon¬
ents for electronic watches. The Industrial
Technology Research Institute (ITRl), the most
senior government-backed applied science research
organization, is currently seeking technical
cooperation from the United States, hoping the
U.S. will be able to provide both production
facilities and technical know—how for making
component s.
Other private firms are undertaking
components production projects such as USDs, LCDs,
crystal ocillators and artificai crysta.ls of
f.hfii n nun.
These projects are all in large scale.
For example, ITRI has prepared to spend US$6
million for the joint venture.
South Korea; The number of watchmakers has
doubled in the first half of 1975® The productioi
capacity for each firm is over 20,000 units per
month.
Although the Korean manufacturers nou
assemble imported components into finished
products, they are planning to produce their
own components. For example, the Korea
Institute of Science and Technology is developing
displays for electronic watches. Other private
firms are backed by established American
engineering and testing technology.
Thus far, most Hong Kong assemblers still depend
on the import of components. Some of them try to assemble
the modules. The quality of the product is not up to the
required standard. The current yearly production is
about 120.000 units.
This is a report that an ex-Fairchild senior
executive would build a quartz crystal factor} in Hong
Kong to supply the need of local assemblers. Even if this
venture comes through, actual production will not begin
until late 1977. By that time, other Asian competitors
perhaps could supply Hony Eony1s need.
Unless there is a rapid technological breakthrough
in the electronic industry that would lower the cost of
the module to a few cents. Hong Kong will still dominate
the market of low-priced mechanical watches.
5.3 Recommendations
Based on the findings of this research project,
the following recommendations are suggested.
To cope with the supplies of proper quality-—In
the short term future local assemblers will
still depend on the foreign suppliers for the
components thev need. Movements and modules are
the two major items, There is a tendency that
when the demand increases, supply usually increases
but with degraded quality because of mass product!or
In order to cope with this problem, local assemblers
should not just rely on the United States suppliers.
They should diverisfy their supply sources. Two
out ions arfi 1 or!:
Iiong Kong assemblers ma} look for new suppliers
from other countries, for example, Taiwan
and South Korea, These two countries have
American technology and can produce surplus
components for export.
Large assemblers may team up with Hong
Kong semiconductor firms. These firms can
assembly the modules for them and the assemblers
need not invest large amount of capital to
be vertically integrated. There are two
advantages. First, a company that assembles
its own modules has an increased flexibility
in making cosmetic design changes, which in
turn can increase its competitiveness. Second,
the company can assemble the modules with the
local less expensive but skilled work force.
Thus, overall production costs can be reduced
considerably. Since watch movements can be
obtained cheaply and the supply is stable,
there is no need to make one's own movements.
To provide more talented production personnel—
Most assemblers care little about productJL
creativity. When a assembler makes to tbe
sample, be will only be regarded as a production
engineer,, If assemblers want to sell, rather
than take orders, they should invest in research
and design. From the Findings of last chapter,
there is no formal technical training available
to the production personnel. Any cosmetic design
changes and adaptation requires well trained
personnel. Even the old technicians, who have
experience, could not catch up with the newest
design, Moreover, electronic technology is a
new technology that only a few technicians have
been exnosed to before.
Xn order to cope with the need for human
resources in the future, a training centre is
necessary. The government could subsidize the
centre, with the Iiong Kong Hatch and Clock
Assembly Association responsible for training.
Japanese instructors can be employed and assemblers
can send their technicians to learn at the company's
expense, Other interested or qualified persons
may also have a chance for advanced training.
To differentiate the product—±t is noted that
the export value of 197 increased bv 7k% over
1973 One of the reasons is the introduction
of electronic watches into the market. This
indicates that product differentiation will
increase sales.
Product differentiation seeks to direct
consumer demand towards one assembler's product
even though it may be quite similar to the
competitors' products. This approach may involve
new features, new styles, or new novelties packed
into the watch and clock. Each specification
is designed specially for some particular market
segment. New clisign is a key competitive weapon
in the fight for market share. For example,
Hong Kong assemblers can differentiate the watch
and clock dial and digital design to suit the
French and Spanish-speaking countries such as
France, Spain, Latin America and East Canada.
Instead of using the letter S for Sunday, D is
used,as it can signify either domino (Spanish) or
dimanche (French).
Moreover, assemblers should cooperate
with the watch-case manufacturers to produce the
water-tight proof electronic watches for divers.
Hong Kong-made watch cases are already famous in
the world; even the Swiss import the cases.
To set up branch offices overseas—At the present
moment, assemblers and buyers do not have a
close relationship. They contact each other
a Tew times a year. In such case, assemblers will
not understand nor be familiar with the situation
in the foreign markets. It is recommended that
large assemblers set up branch offices overseas;
while small assemblers can form export unionsJl.
and set up their own offices. Branch offices
offer many benefits;
They are able to maintain constant contact
with other levels of client firms other than
just the purchasing department.
Assemblers can negotiate business with customers
at the retailer level. This would increase
the number of customers as well as sales
volume,
An office in the United States or Europe
would ensure a more stable and reliable source
of supply.
They are able to obtain first-hand information
about the final consumer market as that the
information could be immediately sent back
to the parent company.
They are able to examine the competitors'
products and other innovations. This would
allow the company to improve its own product.
They -provide service to the customers.
To search Tor new markets—Since the profit
margin is low (about 5°) Tor mechanical watches,
a large volume of business is necessary. One way
to increase the business is to search for new
markets. It seems that Hong Kong assemblers are
all concentrating in the U.S., United Arab Emirates,
Singapore, and Spanish markets. These markets
imported over 70 percent of the watches in 1974,
In fart, as shown by the trade statistics, many
regions are untouched by local assemblers:
Northern Europe—The countries in this region
have the highest living standard in the
world, but Hong Kong watch and clock exports
to Sweden, Norway and Denmark in the first
half of 1975 accounted for about HKS5OO, 000.
for a population of about 95 million, local
assemblers should give more attention to
this region.
Eastern Europe--Jith the recent changes in
political and economic climates in this region,
the market opportunities for Hong Kong watches
and clocks are tremendous. Until the middle
of 19755 not a single penny of business was
received from eastern European countries.
Hong Kong Trade Statistics, June, 1975•
United Nations, U. N. Statistic?.! Year Boole, 1974,
p. 27.
Special attention should be given to East
Germany and Yugoslavia, which have adopted
open trade policies. The Hong Kong Trade
Development Council has organised many tours
to Eastern Europe; local assemblers should
participate in them.
South-east Asia—-Although the purchasing
power in this region is low, the population
is large. The United Nations in 197 estimated
that 1,225 million people lived in this region.
The Hong Kong watch and clock exports to this
area were less than HK$800,00Q in June 1975
The low—priced watches should also be directed
to the South-east Asian countries, sepecially
oil-producing Indonesia.
African market—In Africa, apart from South
Africa and Libya, average national incomes
are considerably lower than that of Hong
Kong. Nevertheless, we cannot misjudge these
countries as unimportant markets. This is
another low-priced watch market.
To provide language training to the marketing
personnel—Product and market are complimentary,
In order to find new markets, the marketing
executives must know the languages of those
countries. French ancl German are two common
languages in Europe with which executives should
be Familiar. Fluency in Spanish and English
will help the executives to solicite more
customers in Latin America.
7) To advertise overseas—From the survey it is
Found that only one Firm advertised in overseas
magazines. One must know that advertising provides
constant reminder to the buyers, although it will
not guarantee immediate results. It is suggested
that assemblers should constantly advertise in
Foreign trade magazines in order to develop the
desired corporate image.
8) The Findings oF the survey indicate that Eong
Kong assemblers know the beneFits they will
obtain by participating in trade missions. Most
oF them joined the trade missions organised by
the Trade Development Council. however, these
missions are not purely For products related to
watches and clocks. Many consumer goods are
included. In order to have a more eFFicient
promotion, such as the recent Ready-to Wear
Festival, Hong Kong assemblers should organise
their trade missions to put up exhibitions within
the potential markets. This would give a deeper
impression to the foreign buyers so as to increase
worldwide sales and profits.
It is true that letters of credit will allow the
exporters to receive payments as soon as they
deliver the goods. Their business, however, will
be confined to customers who can finance their
inventories. Yet ever3r businessman prefers to
have credits from his suppliers. It is re coram end eel
that small assemblers make greater use of the
Export Credit Insurance. With the insurance
policies provided, small assemblers can shift the
use of letters of credit to the use of drafts;
thus they can extend credits to the buyers and
themselves are protected.
Create a brand name—The world market for watches
is moving towards patronising popular brand names
which are advertised and marketed efficiently.
Unfortunately, watch assemblers in Hong Kong have
yet to establish a distinctive brand. Hong Eong
is already famous for watch parts. Local assemblers
should try to associate foreign companies in any
ventures aimed at producing watch movements or
modules. Foreign participation will enable not
only investment of large capital from abroad but
also make available the necessary technical know-
how. This should be the ultimate goal, to which
the assemblers should aim
• h Conclusion
At the conclusion of this study, it is hoped that
the preceding recommendations are useful to the growth of
the watch and clock industry. However, some of them will
need further research before they can be applied. Two
areas are suggested for further investigation; (l) the
feasibility of setting up branch offices overseas, and (2)
the feasibility of setting up a training centre in Hong
Eong. Not only that much money is involved, but human
factors—such as the cooperation of the assemblers and
their financial background—also play an important role
in applying the recommendations, One of the purpose of




1. Background of the company
a. When was your company established?
b. What type of ownership is your company?
c. What is the organization structure of your
company?
2. Raw material
a. Where do you get the materia,! supply i
b• Is the supply adequate and stable?
c. Are there any price fluctuations?
3» Machinery and equipment
a. Where were they made?
b. Are there any new technological developments?
h. Labor
a. How many workers (excluding administrative and
sales) are there in the factory?
b• How do you train them?
Co Are those skilful workers easy to recrui-t?
d. Can you differentiate types of labor you have?
e. What is the wage structure?
f. What is the promotion prospect of the workers?
g. What is the competition for labor in Hong Kong?
h. What is the turnover rate?
II. Target market
1. Image—How do you see your product in terms of
a. functional purpose
b. durability and quality
2. Who are your customers?
Product
What types of product does your factory produce?
Iiow do the buyers see the products of your
company?
Where do you place your product(sj in the
product-life-cycle?
Does your firm do any research and design?
a. What is the size of the depatrraent?
b. What is the technical ability of the personnel'
Do you care for any package design?
Do you think brand name is important to you?
How do you design you products?
Do you think fashion and design are important?
Do the buyers often come back for repurchases?
What made them come back to you?
Place
What type of distribution channel do you use?
Why do you choose that type of channel?
How much control do you have on the channel?
Promotion
What kind of promotion do you do? Why?
In you opinion, what do you think about the
effort done by the Government, Trade Development
Council, and the Productivity Centre to promote
the products?
What other private organizational promotions
have been done?
Pricing
How do you set your price?
What is the usual mark-up on the cost for your
product s?
3. What internal factors determined your pricing-
policy?
4. What is the influence of your competitors1 prices
on vmirs?
VII. Export financing
1. How do you finance your operation?
2. What type of risk you may get in exporting?
3. ho you use the Export Credit Insurance Corporation?
VIII. Government aspect:
1. What are the foreign government regulations on
the local exports of watch and clock?
2. What do you think about the effect of these
regulations on the export trade?
3. ho you foresee any change in regulations?
IX. Foreign competition
1. What is your opinion on the effect of foreign
competitors on the local export trade, in terms of
price, quality, and technology?
2. ho you think these countries will surpass Hong
Kone-?
X. Technological impact
1. Ho you see any effect of electronic watches on
your company?
2. What are these effects?
3. Are they threatening your products?
4. Do you prepare to shift your product line to
electronic watches in the future? Are there any
difficulties?
3. What do you estimate the competitive force of
electronic watches on mechanical watches?
6. What do you think about the customers1 attitude?
7. Would you think that electronic watches might
dominate the market in the future? Why?
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